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**Abstract**

Most of the patients with COVID experienced heart problems, but the causes are unclear. It was predicted that pre-existing heart disorders, and oxygen deficiency might be the possible cause. But the proof that the virus can directly target the individual cells of the heart has been limited, until now.
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**Introduction**

Heart damage is most often caused by Heart attacks are mostly caused by heart damage that is due to the formation of a blood clot in a vulnerable heart artery. It ultimately leads to the blocking delivery of oxygen to the heart muscle. COVID-19-related infection increases the risk of heart attack by stimulating the body’s clotting system and disturbing the blood vessel lining.

Severe Acquired Respiratory Syndrome-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, mostly affects the lungs but and also lead to serious heart problems. SARS-COV-2 directly harm the heart muscles by attacking on the straight path of balance between oxygen’s supply and demand. In a study of hospitalized patients, one quarter was suffering from covid-19. They showed elevated level of enzyme troponin in bloodstream that is a direct sign of heart injury. Among these, about one-third was already having CVD. The majority who got covid-19 recovered fully but some people had develop pneumonia and some other diseases. Some patients had "cytokine storm" releasing inflammatory cytokines to blood and damage the multiple organs like heart.

Advanced Covid-19 disease known as "myocarditis". The virus directly invade the heart or may got inflammation due to the release of cytokine. All these causes the enlargement of heart and weakness of heart leads to fluidity in the lungs and low blood pressure. While this severe form of myocarditis is rare, recent studies have suggested that a milder form of heart muscle inflammation may be much more common than previously recognized. Asymptomatic inflammation of heart was observed on magnetic resonance imaging in the patients up to three-quarters after recovery from COVID-19 in a recent study.

**Results**

When heart doesn't pump enough blood for body's requirements, then it leads to heart failure. There are a lot of reasons for this happening; heart is too weak to pump properly, heart might can't fill up enough oxygen. "Heart failure" does not mean that it has stopped working. It is a serious condition that needs medical care.

A type of lab created stem cells from blood or skin cells used by researchers called human induced pluripotent stem cells (IPSCs).
iSPCs can form any type of cell in the body. Then turned them into heart cells. While exposure to the COVID-19 causing virus, the heart cells were found to be susceptible to infection. It was showed that the virus can divide within the heart muscle cells quickly. Additionally, heart cells changed their gene expression profile, providing new signs that how the body attempts to combat infection. Those people having CVD but adopt healthy behaviors, can make stronger their defenses against COVID-19. They also have reduction for the long-term risk from cardiovascular disease. Intake of a healthy diet along with plenty of physical activity are the key factors. Preventive measures must be obliged as; cooking at home when possible, outdoor walking with friends if gym is temporarily closed, regular measurements of blood pressure at home and continuity to follow the CDC’s preventative measures to wear masks, physical distancing, and avoid large gatherings.
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